Dilution Control... Your Way.

Wall Mounted

Portable

World Class Cleaning Solutions
NCL DUAL-BLEND® Chemical Management System is easy to use and provides a consistent, accurate dilution each and every time. Dilution Control... Your Way.

The unique DUAL-BLEND® bottle design incorporates the DUAL-LINK™ connector that fits both the DUAL-BLEND® Wall Unit and the DUAL-BLEND® Portable Dispensing Unit. Diluting cleaning chemicals properly saves real money by ensuring the optimum chemical cleaning performance and increasing the safety of workers.

Convenient...

- The DUAL-BLEND® bottle can be used in both the DUAL-BLEND® Wall Unit and the DUAL-BLEND® Portable Dispensing Unit. Eliminates the need for duplicate SKU’s for wall mounted closet units and portable dilution control needs.
- The DUAL-LINK™ stem in each DUAL-BLEND® bottle contains a metering tip that consistently delivers the desired dilution.
- The DUAL-BLEND® bottle contains 80 ounces and offers a reasonable weight yet large enough volume to offer a great savings value.
- 13 different concentrated cleaning products to meet a wide variety of cleaning situations. Five are recognized by Green Seal, Inc. for environmentally responsible cleaning.
- Dispensers available in lockable wall mount and portable choices. Dilution control... your way.

Easy to Use...

- The DUAL-BLEND® bottle can be used in both the DUAL-BLEND® Wall Unit or the DUAL-BLEND® Portable Dispensing Unit, making training easier.
- DUAL-BLEND® products are numbered, color coded, and bi-lingual to make training easier and promote safer product usage.

Cost Effective...

- Reduce overall chemical costs by accurately diluting product each time as compared to manual dilution methods.
- Reduces training requirements

**DUAL-BLEND® Bottles**

DUAL-LINK™ patented technology uses pre-set “in-container” metering tip to lower costs and consistently deliver the desired dilution.
Lockable Wall Unit

- Completely closed dispensing system. Reduces contact with concentrated chemical.
- Minimum setup required. Quick and easy to use.
- Durability - Sturdy, durable plastic construction that holds up for long term use.
- Versatile - Dispenses to both bottles and buckets from all four products.
- Bottle activated fill assembly for one-handed quart bottle filling.
- Accurate dilutions control costs. Save money and products perform better.
- Lockable cabinet. Comes with 2 keys. Secure 3 point lock, top, middle and bottom, keeps product concentrates safe.
- ASSE Approved back flow device prevents contamination of water source.
- Simple installation. Minimum setup required. No tips to insert, no tubes to install. Comes ready to use, simply mount on wall, connect to water source, insert products and begin diluting products.

Portable Unit

- Completely closed dispensing system. Reduces contact with concentrated chemical.
- Minimum setup required. Quick and easy to use.
- Portable, use anywhere normal water source is available.
- Ergonomic handle is comfortable and easy to use.
- Interchangeable filling & foaming dispensing nozzles
- Locking Trigger Mechanism makes filling buckets, automatic scrubbers or large containers easier.
- Connection - Standard garden hose fitting to connect to almost any water source.

DUAL-BLEND® Portable Dispensing Kit
Item #4166

(Kit includes DUAL BLEND® Portable Unit, filling nozzle, 6’ hose, water quick connect set and backflow preventer.)

DUAL-BLEND® Portable Dispensing Unit
Item #4165

Attaches to any NCL DUAL-BLEND® Product

DUAL-BLEND® Floor Care

DUAL BLEND® product sold separately